The AMTE Research Committee1 presents a “Connecting Research and Practice” Interview

“That’s what happened to the Tape-Roll Toss task”:
Connecting Research and Practice by Observing and Listening to Practitioners
An interview with:

Mary Kay Stein,
University of Pittsburgh

Margaret (Peg) Smith,
University of Pittsburgh

Victoria (Vic) Bill,
University of Pittsburgh

The Task Analysis Guide (TAG; Appendix A; Stein & Smith, 1998), Mathematical Tasks
Framework (MTF; Appendix B; Stein, Grover, & Henningsen, 1996), and “5 Practices”
(Appendix C; Smith & Stein, 2011) are familiar tools and frameworks to many mathematics
education researchers and mathematics teacher educators. While originating in research (e.g.,
Stein, Grover, & Henningsen, 1996; Stein, Engle, Smith, & Hughes, 2008), these tools are
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equally as familiar to mathematics teachers, coaches, and instructional leaders in K-12 schools.
How did they become useful and accessible to practitioners? In this article, the AMTE Research
Committee aims to provide insight into the development of research-practice connections by
sharing an interview with Victoria (Vic) Bill, Margaret (Peg) Smith, and Mary Kay Stein. Their
partnership spans over 25 years at the University of Pittsburgh’s Institute for Learning (IFL),
Learning Research and Development Center (LRDC), and School of Education (SOE). As a
team, they have complementary strengths, which they describe as Victoria Bill (Senior
Mathematics Fellow at the IFL) having “both feet planted in the practitioner world,” Mary Kay
Stein (Senior Scientist at LRDC, Learning Sciences and Policy Professor in the SOE) having
“both feet firmly planted in the research world,” and Peg Smith (Senior Scientist at LRDC and
Mathematics Education Professor Emerita in the SOE) having one foot in each domain and
serving as the “boundary spanner.”
Identifying a Research-Practice Connection
How did they decide to pursue connections to practice, and how did they identify which
parts of their research would be useful to practitioners? By listening to practitioners. Peg
describes, “Mary Kay, I remember coming back from that NCTM meeting and having this
conversation with you standing in the hallway between our two offices, and telling you… the
teachers’ reaction to the [research] presentation, and we started talking about how we really
needed to communicate this to teachers. …I always thought of that as the pivotal moment. That's
what happened first and then from there, everything else sort of emerged.” In that presentation,
Ed Silver (Professor, University of Michigan) was sharing key findings from the QUASAR2
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Project-- namely, that the cognitively challenging aspects of mathematical tasks can decline as
tasks are implemented during mathematics lessons. As he was talking, a teacher in the audience
(a participant in the QUASAR Project), turned to Peg and exclaimed, “That’s what happened to
the Tape Roll Toss task!”
As expressed by Mary Kay, the team realized “we put a language on things that the
teacher already knew was happening, but didn't know how to talk about, and without that
language, it is…hard to move forward.” Vic agreed, “the IFL hears that over and over” from
teachers, coaches, and instructional leaders, “these tools describe what I knew was happening,
and give me a way of talking about it. And it happens to everybody [teachers], so it's just like we
found a space where,…whatever you teach, everybody causes tasks to decline. It was a wake-up
call, where people were like, ‘Oh that’s happened to me’.”
As they developed the Task Analysis Guide, Vic served as the sounding board, sending
back versions that did not “speak to teachers” for additional revisions. Vic recalled, “Think how
honored I felt that you were listening... coming back over and over asking me to look at
something. I thought, wow they really do care... it made (the TAG) so much more usable.” Peg
described, “So it was really trying to take the characteristics of tasks and turn it into a task
analysis guide that would be practical and useful, and that's where Vic, she would look at it and
say, ‘no, it’s got to fit on one page, it’s got to have bullets, this isn't going to work.’… The three
of us finally negotiated the Task Analysis Guide. I don't think it's changed a word in over 20
years because once we got it, that was it.”
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Important Contributions to Practice
When asked what they consider the most important contributions to practice, all three
identified the tools emerging from research: the TAG, MTF, patterns and factors of
maintenance and decline, lesson planning tool (the Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol3
[TTLP]), and the 5-practices. Peg noted that all of these tools were created in service of
supporting teachers to maintain cognitive demands: “…nothing else ever would have happened if
it weren’t for the MTF and TAG because, it was understanding what could happen to a task that
let us to do everything else, that led to the notion of ‘you got to plan more carefully,’ which led
us to the planning tool, which led us to the five practices that would help you organize the
discussion. And organizing discussion was all about maintaining the demands of the task, so
without the MTF and TAG as the underpinning, there would have been nothing to hang the rest
of it on. We might not have even thought of the rest of it because it was all in service of the main
idea, which is how do you keep this task at a high level so student learning is accomplished?”
Vic agreed, “the first-year (of professional development) with the IFL, you learn about the MTF
and maintenance and decline, and the TAG, and we go back to them in subsequent years.” She
was also quick to identify a larger philosophical piece about engaging teachers as learners and
using cases to “name and generalize the particulars of teaching”: “there is a bigger philosophical
piece that you (Peg) brought to the IFL. We don't just take the tools, we take this idea of…
engag(ing) folks as learners, we have to step out and reflect on that learning, then we analyze
cases.” In addition to creating tools, the team made a commitment to (as described by Peg):
“illustrate these patterns from the research in a way they can serve as learning tools for teachers
so that you can see both the specifics of what happened and view that as something more
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generalizable…. And that led to the purple book4, the idea of … how cases were specific
instantiations of a larger set of ideas about teaching and learning.” Mary Kay added, “I want to
just pay it back here to our colleague who recently passed away, Marjorie Henningsen. Marj was
the first to recognize the importance of the patterns of maintenance and decline.5 She was the
first person to say, ‘we have these patterns, we really should make them into cases.’ And that
was a big step, and it was, I think, the right step at that point in time because the cases in the
purple book were so accessible.”
Peg described the trajectory, “what's interesting is that we started with, we did a lot of
work on cases, we did the three other casebooks6 more grounded in particular content, but then
we started moving to using video. The Taking Action series7, featuring videos drawn from Vic’s
work in the IFL, provided different kinds of instantiations of the things we wanted teachers to
think about, and then the more recent Five Practices in Practice8 series that extend the notion of
video examples even further.” Within their work with narrative cases, the team progressed from
writing longer cases, to thinking about how to make the cases more accessible in professional
learning settings with a class or audience, to developing shorter cases and using videos. Peg
described, “basically in Taking Action and 5-Practices we were trying to provide instantiations
of what the effective teaching practices look like in action, so again it's not about what this
particular teacher is doing, but what this represents more generally,… to serve as a broader case.
It's never about, we want you to try this lesson and do it the way the teacher did it.”
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Making the Work Accessible to Practitioners
Mary Kay contended that the work is usable by practitioners (at a variety of levels) not
just because the team listened to teachers, but because of the time spent carefully observing
teaching and learning—watching mathematics lessons and seeing patterns, and the research and
resulting tools grew out of what was happening in classrooms. They observed classrooms,
developed frameworks, put the frameworks to use in practice, and sought teachers’ input. Mary
Kay noted, while the work could have remained in research, they wanted to communicate with
teachers: “the way QUASAR operated, we worked alongside teachers.” She described how she
and Marj Henningsen presented the MTF at an invited talk at AMTE (1997 in Washington DC),
which led to NCTM publications in MTMS (Stein and Smith, 1998; Smith and Stein, 1998). She
explained that the team committed to publish in outlets accessible to practitioners: “people who
do classroom research don't always take the next step to communicate it to teachers in the way
that we came to be committed to doing, and if it had remained the article in AERJ9 and Stein and
Lane (1996), it's pretty clear it never would have had the impact that the work has had.” Peg
agreed, adding, “an article in the best journal … what does it mean if you are writing about
practice? Does that really have the impact, if you are talking to other researchers? What is really
making a difference in what teachers do day to day? If we really want to influence practice and
not just other researchers, then we have to think about what are the outlets and who are the
audiences.” She acknowledged she was supported by her institution and valued for publishing in
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practitioner outlets, whereas in some Universities, “practitioner publications as opposed to
research… is one of those thorny problems.”
Vic underscored the importance of access for practitioners: “to get research to practice,
we needed the research to be published, to have published materials to use. Why doesn’t some
work have a similar impact on practice? Was it published any place where a teacher would have
read it? Were they working with people that had one foot in the teaching world? Did they put
practical examples - educators speak with examples - or cases linking research and practice?”
Some examples of how the team’s research evolved into tools for teachers are shown in Figure 1.
Tool or Framework

Research Publications
•

TAG, MTF,

Stein, Grover, and

Factors and patterns of

Henningsen (1996)

maintenance and decline •

Stein and Lane (1996)

•

Five Practices

•

Practitioner Publications
•

and Stein (1998)
•

Stein, Smith, Henningsen and
Silver (2000; 2009)

Henningsen & Stein (1997)

Stein, Engle, Smith, and

Stein and Smith (1998); Smith

•

Smith, Stein, and Silver (2005)

•

Smith, Hughes, Engle, and

Hughes (2008)

Stein (2009)
•

Smith and Stein (2011)

•

Smith and Sherin (2019)

•

Smith, Steele, and Sherin
(2020)

•

Smith, Bill, and Sherin (2020)

Figure 1. Examples of Research and Practitioner Publications.
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The body of work reaches different layers of practitioners-- teachers, mathematics teacher
educators, professional development providers, coaches, instructional leaders, and
administrators. In fact, the “five practices” arose from a setting with a mathematics teacher
educator (Peg) as the practitioner. The research team noticed Peg’s moves in facilitating
discussions of mathematics tasks during a content-focused mathematics methods course. They
codified her moves, and first published the work in a research article (Stein, Engle, Smith, &
Hughes, 2008), then an article in Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School (Smith, Hughes,
Engle, & Stein, 2009), and then in the “5 Practices” book (Smith & Stein 2011), and most
recently, in the “5 Practices in Practice” series (Smith, Bill & Sherin, 2020; Smith & Sherin
2019, Smith, Steele, & Sherin, 2020).
Vic explained, “we the practitioners, the IFL, we needed you to codify the practices and
to write the books. It gives the work credibility.” She added that she sought out research (and
Peg) to deepen and enrich the IFL’s work with schools: “I needed her insights, her voice, I
needed her to push our thinking and ask questions and keep linking to the research….That link to
the researchers is so critical in the practitioner space… we have these smart research folks, let’s
create these partnerships and get assistance. I've been afforded that, so how do we get other
educators in the mindset that they have the right and responsibility to make those kind of
connections?”
Support from Professional Organizations
In what ways can professional organizations support and foster connections between
research and practice? Mary Kay described, “We (Mary Kay and Marj Henningsen) actually
presented the Math Tasks Framework at the very first AMTE meeting ever (1996), …that was
part of an NCTM meeting, when the organization was still in its infancy, and then we went to
8

AMTE the next year (1997) in Washington DC. … (T)hey provided us with a forum for talking
about the work, and people seemed to embrace it, because a lot of those people then ended up
using the 1998 articles and the purple book in their methods class and PD work, so it was that
audience who was going to go and use this stuff in ways that would change the way they
prepared future teachers.” The books and articles written for practitioners evolved from talks,
papers, and presentations that seemed to connect with teachers and colleagues. Professional
organizations such as AMTE, NCTM and NCSM provided a platform and publishing outlet to
share the ideas through conferences, practitioner journals, and serving as co-publishers for
books.
Ongoing Influence of their Work
When asked about the ongoing influence of their work, the team began by circling back
and acknowledging the colleagues who supported the original work: Ed Silver, Marjorie
Henningsen, and Walter Doyle. Mary Kay described, “Walter Doyle had this big idea that tasks
are not the same when they appear in books versus when you set them up, versus when you work
on them10. We owe a big intellectual debt to Walter. I don't think he even knew, how the math
education world has been so touched by his idea.” In continuing to move the work forward, she
adds, “my former graduate student (Miray Tekkumru-Kisa) has come up with a task analysis
guide in science11. Recently she and I wrote a paper with Walter Doyle12 in which we explore the
durability of the construct of a task to this day.”
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Mary Kay adds, “the math task framework and cognitive demand, it is foundational for
the work that came after that and it has influenced not just teachers but hundreds of graduate
students. Not only at Pitt, but when Ed (Silver) moved to Michigan and started having graduate
students read our work, that was one of the places of explosion of more and more people being
exposed to our work. I think it has served as the backbone for a lot of dissertations.” Peg also
indicated how the planning tool (TTLP) and 5-practices have influenced ways people think about
teaching and learning in other content areas, such as the “5 Practices in Science” (Cartier, Smith,
Stein, & Ross, 2013). She noted how the work has generated classroom observation tools, using
the example of the Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA) in Mathematics (Boston, 2012) as a
research tool for “studying what teachers learn or improve from professional development, …the
influence professional development has on teacher's ability to maintain the demands of the task,”
and as a practitioner tool (Boston, Candela, & Dixon 2019) for “principals and teachers, as a way
to think about and reflect on their own practice.” Mary Kay added that tools such as the IQA
have “allowed the work to go to scale.”
Closing Thoughts
In closing, this body of work has been successful in practice primarily because, as
summarized by Mary Kay, “It’s a robust construct, cognitive demand.” According to Peg, “the
idea that a task changes from when you pick it up and introduce it to when kids actually work on
it is just a profound idea,… so simple yet so deep that it changes people's whole view about how
they think about teaching and learning.”
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Appendix A
The Task Analysis Guide (TAG; Smith & Stein, 1998, p. 348)
These characteristics are derived from the work of Doyle on academic tasks (1988), Resnick on
high-level thinking skills (1987), and from the examination and categorization of hundreds of tasks
used in QUASAR classrooms (Stein, Grover, & Henningsen, 1996; Stein, Lane, & Silver, 1996).
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Appendix B
The Mathematical Task Framework (MTF; Adapted from Stein, Grover, and Henningsen, 1996)
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Appendix C
The 5 Practices (Adapted from Smith & Stein, 2011, p. 8)
•

Practice 0: Setting goals and selecting tasks (added in Smith & Stein, 2018)

•

Practice 1: Anticipating likely student responses to challenging mathematical tasks.

•

Practice 2: Monitoring students’ actual responses to the tasks (while students work on
the tasks in pairs or small groups).

•

Practice 3: Selecting particular students to present their mathematical work during the
whole-class discussion.

•

Practice 4: Sequencing the student responses that will be displayed in a specific order.

•

Practice 5: Connecting different students’ responses and connecting the responses to key
mathematical ideas.
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